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ABSTRACT
A graph stream, which refers to the graph with edges be-
ing updated sequentially in a form of a stream, has impor-
tant applications in cyber security and social networks. Due
to the sheer volume and highly dynamic nature of graph
streams, the practical way of handling them is by summa-
rization. Given a graph stream G, directed or undirected,
the problem of graph stream summarization is to summarize
G as S

G

with a much smaller (sublinear) space, linear con-
struction time and constant maintenance cost for each edge
update, such that S

G

allows many queries over G to be ap-
proximately conducted e�ciently. The widely used practice
of summarizing data streams is to treat each stream element
independently by e.g., hash- or sample-based methods, with-
out maintaining the connections (or relationships) between
elements. Hence, existing methods can only solve ad-hoc
problems, without supporting diversified and complicated
analytics over graph streams. We present TCM, a novel
graph stream summary. Given an incoming edge, it sum-
marizes both node and edge information in constant time.
Consequently, the summary forms a graphical sketch where
edges capture the connections inside elements, and nodes
maintain relationships across elements. We discuss a wide
range of supported queries and establish some error bounds.
In addition, we experimentally show that TCM can e↵ec-
tively and e�ciently support analytics over graph streams
beyond the power of existing sketches, which demonstrates
its potential to start a new line of research and applications
in graph stream management.

CCS Concepts
•Mathematics of computing ! Network flows;
•Information systems ! Data streams; •Theory of
computation ! Sketching and sampling;
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, massive graphs arise in many applications e.g.,

network tra�c data, social networks, and transportation
networks. These graphs are highly dynamic: Network tra�c
data averages to about 109 packets per hour per router for
large ISPs [23]; Twitter sees 100 million users login daily,
with around 500 millions tweets per day [1].

As conventionally formulated, we consider a graph stream
as a sequence of elements (x, y; t)1, which indicates that the
edge (x, y) is encountered at time t. A sample graph stream
h(a, b; t1), (a, c; t2), · · · , (b, a; t14)i is depicted in Fig. 1, where
all timestamps are omitted for simplicity. Each edge is as-
sociated with a weight, which is 1 by default.

Practically, real-time analytics over large graph streams
has wide applications, such as monitoring cyber security at-
tacks and social network opinions. To a large extent, in the
era of big data, the increasing expansion of data velocity
is an open issue, and many big data is graphs inherently.
Unfortunately, in a recent survey for businesses in analyzing
big data streams [2], although 41% of respondents stated
that the ability to analyze and act on streaming data in
minutes is critical, 67% admitted that they do not have the
infrastructure to support that goal. The situation is more
complicated and challenging when processing graph streams.
It poses unique space and time constraints on storing, sum-
marizing and querying graph streams, due to their sheer
volumes, high velocity, and the complication of analytics.

Fortunately, for the applications of data streams, fast and
approximated answers are often preferred than exact an-
swers. Not surprisingly, sketch synopses have been widely
studied for data streams: approximate frequency counts [29],
AMS [5], and Bottom-k [13]. Although they allow false pos-
itives, the space savings often outweigh this drawback, when
the probability of an error is su�ciently low.

We illustrate by an example how approximate frequency
counts [29] works. CountMin [14] improves it simply by using
multiple hash functions, and gSketch [39] further improves
CountMin by assuming the presence of sample data/queries
that help better partition the input graph stream.

Example 1: Consider the graph stream in Fig. 1. Approx-
imate frequency counts based methods can be used to treat
each node or edge in the stream independently, by mapping
them to w hash buckets. Let w = 4 in this example.

(1) Node sketch: It treats node labels as hash keys, i.e.,
{a, b, c, d, e, f, g}. A hash function h is used to map these

1Without loss of generality, we use a directed graph for il-
lustration. Our method can also work on undirected graphs.
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Figure 1: A sample graph stream

h(·) 4 5 2 3

keysI a, c b, d e, g f

(a) Node sketch

h0(·) 5 5 3 1

keysI ab, ac, ed, eb, ef bc, bd, ba, bf, fa ce, cf, gb dg

(b) Edge sketch

Figure 2: Examples of frequency counts

values to 4 buckets, i.e., h(·)! [1, 4], as shown in Fig. 2 (a).
The first bucket sums up the in-flow weights to nodes a and
c, which is 4, and similar for other buckets.

(2) Edge sketch: It treats pairs of node labels as hash keys,
e.g., {ab, ac, bc, · · · }, where ab is to concatenate the two
node labels for (a, b; t1). A hash function h0 is used to
map these values in 4 buckets, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The
value of the first bucket is the sum of weights for edges {ab,
ac, ed, ed, ef}, which is 5, and similar for other buckets. 2

The power of frequency counts based approaches is lim-
ited inherently by its structure: It is a vector of (hashed
key, value) pairs and each hashed key is independent of each
other. That is, one cannot reason for any relationships be-
tween two hashed keys. In fact, CountMin or gSketch cannot
support any more queries than their frequency counts coun-
terparts, since they are proposed to improve the accuracy.
We give more details of supported queries below.

Example 2: Consider the two sketches in Example 1 that
are depicted in Fig. 2. Below, we denote by 3 the types of
queries a sketch supports, and 7 for those not supported.

(1) Node sketch (see Fig. 2 (a)).

3 Node queries: It can only be used to estimate an in-flow
weight of a node, e.g., the estimated in-flow weight to node
a is in the first bucket since h(a) = 1, which gives 4.

7 Conditional node queries: It cannot find locally important
node, e.g., which is the most frequent node linking to node
a, which relates to the conditional heavy hitter problem.

(2) Edge sketch (see Fig. 2 (b)). (Note: gSketch only sup-
ports the type of queries that an edge sketch supports.)

3 Edge queries: What is the estimated edge weight? For
instance, it is 5 for edge (a, b) from the first bucket since
h0(ab) = 1.

3 Aggregate subgraph queries: What is the aggregated
weight for a graph with all edges being given explicitly? For
instance, for a graph with two edges (a, c) and (c, e), the
estimated weight for ac (resp. ce) is 5 (resp. 3), which sums
up to be 8.

7 Node connectivity: Whether two nodes are connected? It
cannot answer whether there is a path from a to g. 2
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Figure 3: An example of our graphical sketch

Challenges. Designing a generalized sketch for graph
streams to support all above analytics and beyond requires
to satisfy the following constraints. (1) Space constraint:
sublinear upper bound is required. (2) Time constraint: lin-
ear construction time is a must. Notably, this is stronger
than the condition with only a constant passes over the
stream. (3) Maintenance constraint: to maintain it for one
element insertion/deletion must be in constant time. (4)
Graphical connectivity: it should have a graphical model.

To solve the above challenges, we propose TCM, a gener-
alized graph stream summary. Given an incoming element
(i.e., an edge), it summarizes both node and edge informa-
tion in constant time. In contrast to previous sketches that
have one-dimensional data structures, TCM is a graphical
sketch with a two-dimensional data structure.

Example 3: Again, consider the graph stream in Fig. 1.
Our proposal is shown in Fig. 3. For each edge (x, y; t),
TCM uses a hash function to map each node label to 4
node buckets i.e., h00(·)! [1, 4]. Node I is the summary of
two node labels a and e, assuming h00(a) = 1 and h00(e) = 1.
The other compressed nodes are computed similarly. The
edge weight denotes the aggregated weights from stream el-
ements, e.g., the number 3 from node I to II means that
there are three elements as (x, y; t) where the label of x (resp.
y) is a or e (resp. b or f). 2

From Example 3, it is easy to see that the queries sup-
ported by existing node or edge sketches are naturally sup-
ported, e.g., the estimated in-flow weights to node a is 3
and the estimated weight of edge (a, b) is 3. Moreover, the
other queries that are not supported by existing sketches are
also supported, e.g., the node that sends the most weights
to node a is either b or f , and there is a path from a to d.
The essential di↵erence of TCM, compared with existing
sketches, is that TCM keeps all structural connectivities of
the original graph stream, not only edges, but also paths.
For instance, the path a! b! d! g in Fig. 1 is captured
in Fig. 3 as I ! II ! IV ! III. This salient property pro-
vides rich structural information to support various graph
analytics (see Section 4 for a detailed discussion).

Contributions. This paper presents a novel generalized
graphical sketch for summarizing graph streams, with the
following contributions.

(1) We formally introduce TCM (Section 3). As illustrated
in Fig. 3, the proposed sketch naturally preserves the graph-
ical connections of the original graph stream, which makes it
a better fit than traditional sketches in supporting analytics
over graph streams.

(2) We describe algorithms to process various graph ana-
lytics on top of TCM (Section 4). The general purpose is,
instead of proposing new algorithms, to show that TCM



can be easily used to support many graph queries, and o↵-
the-shelf graph algorithms can be seamlessly integrated.

(3) We describe internals of TCM implementation (Sec-
tion 5). This is important to ensure that it can be built and
maintained under the hard time/space constraints for graph
stream scenarios. Moreover, we propose to use non-square
matrices for storage, based on which we show that Count-

Min is a special case of TCM. Furthermore, we describe its
extension to support high-dimensional data streams.

(4) Using real-world and synthetic data sets, we have ex-
perimentally evaluated the power of TCM in supporting
di↵erent analytics (Section 6), which confirms that the new
sketch is indeed e↵ective and e�cient, and more general than
existing sketches for graph stream applications.

In this history of graph problems over streams, unfortu-
nately, most results showed that a large amount of space is
required for complicated graph problems [4,30]. The present
study makes an important attempt to build a generalized
sketch to support various graph analytics, using only a small
amount of space, which sheds considerable light on graph
stream applications.

Organization. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3
introduces TCM. Section 4 presents its supported queries.
Section 5 explains implementation details and extensions.
Section 6 gives experimental findings. Finally, Section 7
concludes this work, followed by our agenda for future work.

2. RELATED WORK
We categorize related work as follows.

Sketch synopses. Given a data stream, the aim of sketch
synopses is to apply (linear) projections of the data into
lower dimensional spaces that preserve the salient features
of the data. A considerable amount of literature has been
published on general data streams such as AMS [5], lossy
counting [29], CountMin [14] and bottom-k [13]. The work
gSketch [39] improves CountMin for graph streams, by as-
suming that data or query samples are given. Bloom fil-
ters have been widely used in a variety of network problems
(see [10] for a survey). There are also sketches that maintain
counters only for nodes, e.g., using a heap for maintaining
the nodes with the largest degrees for heavy hitters [15].

As remarked earlier, TCM is more general, since it main-
tains connections of all streaming edges, without assuming
any sample data or query is given. None of existing sketches
for graph streams has a graphical model.

Graph summaries. Summarizing graphs has been widely
studied. The most prolific area is in web graph compression.
The papers [3,35] encode Web pages with similar adjacency
lists using reference encoding, so as to reduce the number
of bits needed to encode a link. The work [32] groups Web
pages based on a combination of their URL patterns and k-
means clustering. The paper [18] compresses graphs based
on specific types of queries. There are also many clustering
based methods from data mining community (see e.g., [24]),
with the basic idea to group similar nodes together. Another
line of work is graph sparsificaiton, which is to approximate a
graph G by a sparse graph H, where H and G have the same
set of vertices and H is “close” to H in some specific metric,
e.g., cut sparsifiers [7, 8] and spectral sparsifiers [6, 34].

These data structures are designed for less dynamic
graphs, which are not suitable for graph streams. Another

reason that graph sparsification is not used for graph streams
is the metric studied for sparsifying a graph is not suitable
for graph stream applications, e.g., network monitoring.

Graph pattern matching over streams. There have been sev-
eral work on matching graph patterns over graph streams,
based on either the semantics of subgraph isomorphism [12,
20,38] or graph simulation [33]. The work [38] assumes that
queries are given, and builds node-neighbor tree to filter false
candidate results. The paper [20] leverages a distributed
graph processing framework, Giraph, to approximately eval-
uate graph quereis. The work [12] uses the subgraph distri-
butional statistics collected from the graph streams to opti-
mize a graph query evaluation. The paper [33] uses filtering
methods to find data that potentially matches for a specific
type of queries, namely degree-preserving dual simulation
with timing constraints.

Firstly, all the above algorithms are designed for specific
types of graph queries. Secondly, most of them assume the
presence of queries, so they can build indices to accelerate.
In contrast, TCM aims at summarizing graph streams in a
generalized way, so as to support various types of queries,
without any assumption of queries.

Graph stream algorithms. There has also been work on al-
gorithms over graph streams (see [30] for a survey). This
includes the problems of connectivity [19], trees [36], span-
ners [16], sparsification [26], counting subgraphs e.g., trian-
gles [9,37]. However, they mainly focus on theoretical study
for best approximation bound, mostly on O(n polylog n)
space, with one to multiple passes over the data stream.

TCM is complementary to the above algorithms. As will
be seen later (Section 4), TCM can treat existing algorithms
as black-boxes to help solve existing problems.

Distributed graph systems. Many distributed graph comput-
ing systems have been proposed to conduct data processing
and data analytics in massive graphs, such as Pregel [28], Gi-
raph2, GraphLab [27], Power-Graph [21] and GraphX [22].

They have been proved to be e�cient on static graphs, but
are not fully geared for analytics over big graph streams with
real-time response. In practice, they are complementary to
and can be used for TCM in distributed settings.

3. THE TCM MODEL
We first define graph streams (Section 3.1). We then for-

mulate the studied problem (Section 3.2). Finally, we intro-
duce our proposed graphical sketch model (Section 3.3).

3.1 Graph Streams: Big Bang
A graph stream is a sequence of elements e = (x, y; t)

where x, y are node identifiers (labels) and edge (x, y) is
encountered at time-stamp t. Such a stream,

G = he1, e2, · · · , emi

naturally defines a graph G = (V,E) where V is a set of
nodes and E is a set of edges as {e1, · · · , em}. We write
!(e

i

) the weight for the edge e
i

, and !(x, y) the aggregated
edge weight from node x to node y. We call m the size of
the graph stream, denoted by |G|. In this work, we assume
that edge weight is non-negative (i.e., !(e

i

) � 0).
Intuitively, the node label, being treated as an identifier,

uniquely identifies a node, which could be e.g., IP addresses

2http://giraph.apache.org



in network tra�c data or user IDs in social networks. Note
that, in the graph terminology, a graph stream is a multi-
graph, where each edge can occur many times, e.g., one IP
address can send multiple packets to another IP address. We
are interested in properties of the underlying graph. This
causes a main challenge with graph streams where one nor-
mally does not have enough space to record the graph that
has been seen so far. Summarizing such a graph stream in
one pass is important to many applications. Moreover, we
do not explicitly di↵erentiate whether the edge (x, y) is an
ordered pair or not. In other words, our approach applies
naturally to both directed and undirected graphs.

For instance, in network tra�c data, a stream element ar-
rives at the form: (192.168.29.1, 192.168.29.133, 62, 105.12)3,
where node labels 192.168.29.1 and 192.168.29.133 are IP
addresses, 62 is the number of bytes sent from 192.168.29.1
to 192.168.29.133 in this captured packet (i.e., the weight of
the directed edge), and 105.12 is the time in seconds that
this edge arrived when the server started to capture data.
Please see Fig. 1 for a sample graph stream.

3.2 Graph Streams Summaries: Big Crunch
The problem of summarizing graph streams is, given a

graph stream G, to compute another data structure S
G

from
G, such that:

1. |S
G

|⌧ |G|: the size of S
G

is far less than G, preferably
in sublinear space.

2. The time to construct S
G

from G is in linear time.

3. The update cost of S
G

for each edge insertion/deletion
is in constant time.

4. S
G

is a graph.

Intuitively, a graph stream summary has to be built and
maintained in real time, so as to deal with big volume and
high velocity graph stream scenarios. In fact, the Count-

Min [29] and its variant gSketch [39] satisfy the above con-
ditions 1-3 (see Example 1 for more details). Unfortunately,
CountMin and gSketch can support only limited types of
graph analytics, since condition 4 is not satisfied.

3.3 Graphical Sketches
The graph sketch. A graph sketch is a graph S

G

(V, E),
where V denotes the set of vertices and E its edges. For a
vertex v 2 V, we simply treat its label as its node identi-
fier (the same as the graph stream model). Each edge e is
associated with a weight, denoted as !(e).
In generating the above graph sketch S

G

from a graph
G, we first set the number of nodes in the sketch, i.e., let
|V| = w. For an edge (x, y; t) in G, we use a hash function
h to map the label of each node to a value in [1, w], and the
aggregated edge weight is calculated correspondingly.
Please refer to Fig. 3 as an example, where we set w = 4.

Edge weight. The edge weight for an edge e in the graph
sketch is computed by an aggregation function of all edge
weights that are mapped to e. Such an aggregation function
could be min(·), max(·), count(·), average(·), sum(·) or other
functions. In this paper, we use sum(·) by default to ex-
plain our method. The other aggregation functions can be
similarly applied. In practice, which aggregation function
to use is determined by applications. For a more general

3We omit port numbers and protocols for simplicity.
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Figure 4: TCM with 2 hash functions

setting that requires to maintain multiple aggregated func-
tions in a graph sketch, we may extend our model to have
multiple edge weights e.g., !1(e), · · · ,!n

(e), with each !
i

(e)
corresponds to a distinct aggregation function.

One may observe that the graph sketch model is basically
the same as the graph stream model, with the main di↵er-
ence that the time-stamps are not maintained. This makes
it very useful and applicable in many scenarios when query-
ing a graph stream for a given time window. In other words,
for a graph analytical method M that needs to run over a
graph stream G, denoted as M(G), one can run it directly
on its sketch S

G

, i.e., M(S
G

), to get an approximate result,
without modifying the method M .

Example 4: Consider the graph stream in Fig. 1 and its
sketch in Fig. 3. Assume that query Q1 is to estimate the
aggregated edge weight from b to c. In Fig. 3, one can map
b to node II, c to node III, and get the estimated weight 1
from edge (II, III), which is precise. Now consider Q2 that
is to compute the aggregated weight from g to b. One can
find edge (III, II), and the estimated result is 2, which is
not accurate since the real weight of (g, b) in Fig. 1 is 1. 2

The above result is expected, since given the compres-
sion, no hash function can ensure that the estimation on
the sketch can be done precisely. Along the same line of
CountMin [14], we use multiple independent hash functions
to collectively reduce the probability of hash collisions.

The TCM model. A TCM sketch is a set of graph
sketches {S1(V1, E1), · · · , Sd

(V
d

, E
d

)}. Here, we use d hash
functions h1, · · · , hd

, where h
i

(i 2 [1, d]) is used to generate
S
i

. Also, h1, · · · , hd

are pairwise independent hash functions
(see Section 5.2 for more details).

Example 5: Figure 4 shows another two sketches for Fig. 1.
Again, consider the query Q2 in Example 4. Using S1 in
Fig. 4 (a), one can locate edge (III, II) for (g, b), which
gives 1. Similarly, S2 in Fig. 4 (b) will also give 1 from edge
(iii, i), where g (resp. b) maps to iii (resp. i). The minimum
of the above two outputs is 1, which is correct. 2

Example 5 shows that using multiple hash functions can
indeed improve the accuracy of estimation. In practice, us-
ing pairwise independent hash functions is a significant ad-
vance, since pairwise independent hash functions are gener-
ally easy to implement and quite e�cient.

4. TCM POWERED GRAPH ANALYTICS
In this section we shall show how TCM can be easily used

to support di↵erent graph analytics. Here, we consider the
graph stream as G, and d graph sketches {S1, · · · , Sd

} of G,
where S

i

is constructed using a hash function h
i

(·). Also, we



assume that an adjacency matrix M
i

is used for storing one
graph sketch S

i

. We use sum(·) as the default aggregation
function for constructing graph sketches. Whilst the exer-
cise in this section only substantiates several types of graph
queries to be addressed in this work, it is evident that the
power of TCM is far beyond the queries listed below.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, for any graph analytics
method M to run over G, i.e., M(G), it is possible to run
M on each sketch directly, and then merge the result as:
M̃(G) = �

�
M(S1), · · · ,M(S

d

)
�
, where M̃(G) denotes the

estimated result over G, and �(·) an aggregation function
(e.g., min, max, conjunction) to merge results returned from
d sketches. Moreover, we provide the proofs of error bounds
for di↵erent queries in Appendix A.

4.1 Edge Queries
Aggregated edge weights. Given two node labels a and b,
we denote by f

e

(a, b) the exact aggregated edge weight from
node a to node b. We write f̃

e

(a, b) the estimated weight.

One application of such queries, taking social networks
for example, is to estimate the communication frequency
between two specific friends.
It is straightforward to evaluate f̃

e

(a, b), the weight of edge
(a, b). It first gets estimated edge weight M

i

[h
i

(a)][h
i

(b)]
from each matrixM

i

and then uses a corresponding function
�(·) to merge them. The notation M

i

[h
i

(a)][h
i

(b)] is the cell
value relative to position h

i

(a) and h
i

(b) in matrix M
i

. It
works as follows:

f̃
e

(a, b) = �
�
M1[h1(a)][h1(b)], · · · ,Md

[h
d

(a)][h
d

(b)]
�

In this case, the function �(·) is to take the minimum.

Complexity. Estimating the aggregate weight of an edge
query is in O(d) time, where d is a constant.

4.2 Node Queries
Aggregated node flows. For a directed graph, given a
node label a, we denote by f

v

(a,!) (resp. f
v

(a, )) node
out-flow query (resp. in-flow query), which is to tell the
aggregated edge weight from (resp. to) a node with label a
in the graph stream G. For an undirected graph, we write
f
v

(a,�). Similarly, we use f̃
v

(a,!), f̃
v

(a, ), f̃
v

(a,�) for
estimated results using sketches.

One important application of such queries is to find heavy
hitters (i.e., top-k nodes with highest weights of their flows)
in e.g., DoS (Denial-of-service) attacks for cyber security,
which typically flood a target source (i.e., a computer) with
massive external communication requests.

Note that, CountMin has been used to solve the problem of
finding heavy hitters, i.e., which nodes are associated with a
large number of edges or weights. Again, CountMin is a lin-
ear structure, which cannot tell any information more than
a count. For a simple extended problem such as conditional
heavy hitters [31], which is to find heavy hitters that are
locally popular by considering edge connections, CountMin

does not work. In contrast, the graphical structure of TCM
provides rich information to find conditional heavy hitters.
Please refer to Appendix-B.1 for the detailed algorithm for
computing conditional heavy hitters using TCM.

Here, we only discuss the case f̃
v

(a,!), which is to esti-
mate the aggregate weight from node a. The other two cases,
i.e., f̃

v

(a, ) and f̃
v

(a,�), can be processed analogously.

We denote by f̃ i

v

(a,!) the estimated out-flow from the

i-th sketch. f̃ i

v

(a,!) can be computed by first locating
the row in the adjacency matrix corresponding to label a
(i.e., h

i

(a)), and then summing up the values in that row,

i.e., f̃ i

v

(a,!) =
P

w

j=1 Mi

[h
i

(a)][j]. Here, w is the width of
the adjacency matrix M

i

. Then,

f̃
v

(a,!) = �
�
f̃1
v

(a,!), · · · , f̃d

v

(a,!)
�

The function �(·) is also to take the minimum.

Complexity. It is easy to see that it takes O(d · w) time,
where both d and w are constants.

4.3 Path Queries
Reachability. Given two node a and b, a boolean reacha-
bility query r(a, b) is to tell whether there exists a path from
a to b. Also, we write r̃(a, b) as the estimated reachability.

One important monitoring task, for the success of multi-
cast deployment in the Internet, is to verify the availability
of network service, which is usually referred to as reachabil-
ity monitoring. Another application that needs to consider
edge weights is IP routing, which is to determine the path
of data flows in order to travel across multiple networks.

We consider the reachability query r̃(a, b), which is to es-
timate whether b is reachable from a. For such queries, we
treat any o↵-the-shelf algorithm reach(x, y) as a black-box,
which returns either true to indicate that b is reachable from
a, or false to represent that b is unreachable from a. It works
as follows for our sketch.

P1. [Execute in parallel.] Invoke reach(h
i

[a], h
i

[b]) on each
sketch S

i

(for i 2 [1, d]), to decide whether the mapped
node h

i

[b] is reachable from the mapped node h
i

[a] on
sketch S

i

.

P2. [Merge.] Merge individual results as follows:

r̃(a, b) = reach(h1[a], h1[b]) ^ · · · ^ reach(h
d

[a], h
d

[b])

Here, the “^” is for a boolean conjunction. Stating in
another way, the estimated reachability is true only if the
mapped nodes are reachable from all d sketches.

The complexity of the above strategy is determined by the
third party solution reach().

4.4 Subgraph Queries
Aggregate subgraph queries. The aggregate subgraph
query is considered in gSketch [39]. It is to compute
the aggregated weight of the constituent edges of a sub-
graph Q = {(x1, y1), · · · , (xk

, y
k

)}, denoted by f
g

(Q) =
⌦(f

e

(x1, y1), · · · , fe(xk

, y
k

)). Here, the function ⌦(·) is to
sum up the weights from all f

e

(x
i

, y
i

) for i 2 [1, k]. We
write f̃

g

(Q) for the estimated result using sketches.
We adopt the following query semantics: if f̃

e

(x
i

, y
i

) = 0
for any edge, the estimated aggregate weight should be 0,
since the query graph Q does not have an exact match.

Example 6: Consider a subgraph with two edges as
{(a, b), (a, c)}. The query Q3 : f̃

g

({(a, b), (a, c)}) is to esti-
mate the aggregate weight of the graph. The precise answer
is 2, which is easy to verify from Fig. 1. 2

Extensions. We consider an extension of the above aggregate
subgraph query, which allows a wildcard ⇤ in the node labels
that are being queried. More specifically, for the subgraph



Symbols Notations

G, S
G

a graph stream, and a graph sketch

!(e) weight of the edge e
f
e

(a, b) edge weight

f
v

(a,!) node out-flow weight (directed graphs)

f
v

(a, ) node in-flow weight (directed graphs)

f
v

(a,�) node flow weight (undirected graphs)

r(a, b) whether b is reachable from a
f
g

(Q) weight of subgraph Q

Table 1: Notations

query Q = {(x1, y1), · · · , (xk

, y
k

)}, each x
i

or y
i

is either a
constant value, or a wildcard ⇤ (i.e., match any label). A
further extension is to bound the wildcards to be matched
to the same node, by using a subscript to a wildcard as
⇤
j

. That is, two wildcards with the same subscripts enforce
them to be mapped to the same node.

Example 7: A subgraph queryQ4 : f̃
g

({(a, b), (b, c), (c, a)})
is to estimate the triangle, i.e., a 3-clique with three vertices
labeled as a, b, and c, respectively. Another subgraph query
Q5 : f̃

g

({(⇤, b), (b, c), (c, ⇤)}) is to estimate paths that start
at node with an edge to b, and end at any node with an edge
from c, if the edge (b, c) exists in the graph. If one wants
to count the common neighbors of (b, c), the following query
Q6 : f̃

g

({(⇤1, b), (b, c), (c, ⇤1)}) can enforce such a condition,
which again is a case of counting triangles. 2

The extension is apparently more general, with the pur-
pose of covering more useful queries in practice. Unfortu-
nately, gSketch cannot support such extensions.
We next discuss the aggregate subgraph query f̃

g

(Q),
which is to compute the aggregate weight of the constituent
edges of a sub-graph Q. The process is similar to the above
path queries, by using any existing algorithm subgraph(Q).

S1. [Execute in parallel.] Invoke subgraph(Q) at each
sketch to find subgraph matches, and calculate the aggre-
gate weight, denoted by weight

i

(Q) obtained from the i-th
sketch.

S2. [Merge.] Merge individual results as follows:

f̃
g

(Q) = �
�
weight1(Q), · · · ,weight

d

(Q)
�

Here, the function �(·) is also to take the minimum.
Note that, running a graph algorithm on a sketch is only

applicable to TCM. It is not applicable to gSketch since
gSketch by nature is an array of frequency counts, without
maintaining the graphical structure as TCM does. Also,
in the case that weight

i

(Q) from some sketch says that a
subgraph match does not exist, we can terminate the whole
process, which provides chances for optimization that is dis-
cussed below.

Optimization. Consider a subgraph Q is defined as con-
stituent edges as {(x1, y1), · · · , (xk

, y
k

)}. An alternative way
of estimating the aggregate subgraph query is to first com-
pute the minimum value among all estimated edge weights.
If any f̃

e

(x
i

, y
i

) (i 2 [1, k]) is 0, we have f̃ 0
g

(Q) = 0. Other-
wise, we sum them up as:

f̃ 0
g

(Q) =
P

k

i=1 f̃e(xi

, y
i

)

Intuitively, instead of taking the minimum weighted sub-
graph from all sketches, this optimization is to decompose
a big problem (e.g., a graph) to small pieces (e.g., an
edge) and locally optimize each piece. Naturally, we have

j from \ to I(af) II(bc) III(dg) IV (e)

I(af) 1 2 0 0
II(bc) 3 1 1 1
III(dg) 0 1 1 0
IV (e) 1 1 1 0

Figure 5: The adjacency matrix of S1

f̃ 0
g

(Q)  f̃
g

(Q). Consider the two extensions of subgraph
queries discussed above. For the first extension that a wild-
card ⇤ is used, the above optimization can be used. For
instance, the edge frequency of f̃

e

(x, ⇤) for a directed graph
is indeed f̃

v

(x,!). For the second extension that multi-
ple wildcards ⇤

i

are used to bound to the same node, this
optimization cannot be applied.

Summary of notations. The notations of this paper are sum-
marized in Table 1, which are for both directed and undi-
rected graphs, unless being specified otherwise.

4.5 Wrap-Up
Let’s conclude this section by giving some insight.

(1) One can see that we can treat existing algorithms as
black-boxes to be applied directly on top of our sketches,
e.g., reach() in Section 4.3 and subgraph() in Section 4.4.

(2) One can also optimize a specific query by leveraging
multiple sketches to take care of some piece of the query,
e.g., the edge estimation used in Section 4.4, which provides
flexibility and opportunity to tune TCM for other specific
applications.

(3) Many other graph analytics can be potentially benefi-
cial from TCM, beyond what have been presented above.
Please refer to Appendix B.1 about an algorithm for condi-
tional heavy hitters, and Appendix B.2 about an algorithm
for heavy triangle connections, which are important in com-
munity detection.

5. INTERNALS
Now let’s shift gears and concentrate on the internals of

TCM and its extensions (Section 5.1). We also discuss pair-
wise independent hash functions (Section 5.2), and a discus-
sion of TCM in a distributed environment (Section 5.3).

5.1 Adjacency Matrix and Beyond
Using hash-based methods, it is evident that it only re-

quires one-pass of the graph stream to construct/update a
TCM. However, the linear time complexity of construct-
ing and updating a TCM depends on the data structures
used. For example, the adjacency list may not be a fit, since
searching a specific edge on a list is not in constant time.

5.1.1 Adjacency Matrix
An adjacency matrix is a means of representing which

nodes of a graph are adjacent to which other nodes.

Example 8: Consider the sketch S1 in Fig. 4 (a) for exam-
ple. Its adjacency matrix is shown in Fig. 5. 2

Example 8 showcases a directed graph. In the case of an
undirected graph, it will be a symmetric matrix.

Construction. Consider a graph stream G = he1, e2,
· · · , e

m

i where e
i

= (x
i

, y
i

; t
i

). Given a number of nodes
w for a graph sketch and a hash function h(·)! [1, w]. We
use the following strategy.



j from \ to i(abcd) ii(efg)

I(a) 2 0
II(b) 3 1
III(c) 0 2
IV (d) 0 1
V (e) 2 1
V I(f) 1 0
V II(g) 1 0

Figure 6: A non-square matrix

C1. [Initialization.] Construct a w⇥w matrix M, with all
values being initialized as 0.

C2. [Insertion of edges.] For each edge e
i

(i 2 [1,m]),
compute h(x

i

) and h(y
i

), and increase the value of
M[h(x

i

)][h(y
i

)] by !(e
i

), the weight of e
i

.

In the above strategy, C1 takes constant time to allocate
a matrix. C2 takes constant time for each e

i

. Hence, the
time complexity is O(m) where m is the number of edges in
G. The space complexity is O(w2).

Deletions. [Deletion of e
i

.] Insertions have been discussed
in the above C2. For the deletion of an e

i

that is not of
interest (e.g., out of a certain time window), it su�ces to
decrease the value of M[h(x

i

)][h(y
i

)] by !(e
i

) in O(1) time.
Alternatively, one may consider to use an adjacency hash-

list for each node, instead of a list, to maintain its adjacent
nodes using a hash table. Given an edge e

i

(x
i

, y
i

; t
i

), two
hash operations are needed: The first is to locate x

i

, and the
second is to find y

i

from x
i

’s hash-list. Afterwards, it up-
dates the corresponding edge weight. adjacency list is known
to be suitable when graph is sparse. However, in terms of
compressed graph in our case, most sketches are relatively
dense, which makes the adjacency matrix the default data
structure to manage our graph sketches.

5.1.2 Non-Square Matrices
In this section, we discuss the limitations of using standard

adjacency matrices, followed by our proposal to relax them.
Let R be the available space for storing a graph. When

using a classical adjacency matrix, we have a n⇥ n matrix,
where n =

p
R. Now, consider all edges from node a such

as (a, ⇤). Using any hash function will inevitably hash all
of these edges to the same row that is relative to node a
in a matrix. For example, in Fig. 5, all edges (a, ⇤) will be
hashed to the first row of the matrix.

In fact, for real-world graph data, the node degrees are
skewed. It is desirable that, the nodes with higher degrees
should be allocated more buckets, so as to reduce the proba-
bility of hash collisions. However, due to the lack of a priori
knowledge of data distribution in highly dynamic graphs, it
is hard to decide the right shape of a matrix. To cope with
this problem, we propose to use non-square matrices.

Non-square matrices. We use a p⇤q matrix with two hash
functions: h1(·)! [1, p] on the from nodes and h2(·)! [1, q]
on the to nodes. Let p⇤q ⇡ R where R is the available space.

Example 9: Consider the graph stream in Fig.1. Assume
that we use two hash functions: h1(·) ! [1, 7] and h2(·) !
[1, 2]. The non-square matrix is shown in Fig. 6. 2

In practice, when generating multiple sketches, we simply

use matrices n ⇤ n, 2n ⇤ n/2, n/2 ⇤ 2n, 4n ⇤ n/4, n/4 ⇤ 4n,
etc, without any assumption of data distribution.

5.1.3 Data Stream Sketches: A Bird’s Eye View
Using non-square matrices, we can see clearly the picture

of data stream summarization from a border perspective.
Keep in mind that a sketch for data streams should be in
sublinear space, linear construction time, and constant time
maintenance cost per update.

One-dimensional sketch. Traditional sketches typically use
a linear structure to maintain a certain type of character-
istics of data streams, in real time. Taking approximate
frequency counts [29] for example, they are special cases of
TCM when setting one of our hash functions with only one
bucket, i.e., h2(·)! [1, 1] (see Section 5.1.2 for details).

Two-dimensional sketch. When handling two-dimensional
data such as graph streams (see Section 3.1 for our formal
definition) where we need to maintain the information be-
tween two items in one element, we propose to extend the
sketch from a one-dimensional structure (e.g., a vector) to
a two-dimensional structure (e.g., a matrix). The increased
power with this small change is evident (see Section 4).

High-dimensional sketch. See further: When dealing with
data streams that for each element (v1, v2, . . . , vx), there are
x intra-connected values that need to be maintained. It is
natural to extend our idea to use x independent methods,
m1, · · · ,mx

, with each m
i

working for one dimension. Here,
m

i

could be either a hash function, a sample-based method,
or other methods such as predefined hash tags, e.g., di↵erent
application protocols (e.g., TCP or UDP) for the Internet,
or di↵erent years as a time dimension.

5.1.4 Hash Key Materialization
Obviously, there are many ways to extend TCM. One

intuitive way is to materialize the node labels. It comes
from the following observation: A hash function is a one-
way function that is easy to compute, but hard to invert.
Therefore, we hit a wall between hash keys and hash values
such that it is di�cult for us to do more reasonings given
only hashed values. Especially when using d hash functions,
we lose important connections among them since we do not
keep the information of hash keys. This naturally leads to
the idea of maintaining hash keys.

Extended graph sketch. Consider the graph sketch
S
G

(V, E) defined in Section 3.3. An extended graph sketch is
a graph sketch S

G

(V, E) that each node v 2 V is extended
with a set of node labels, denoted by ext(v), which records
all node labels that are hashed to v.

Take Fig. 3 for example, we have ext(I) = {a, e}. In
fact, in Fig. 3, although we depict that with each node, the
labels that it represents, e.g., node I for label a and e, are
not explicitly stored in the original graph sketch, but in the
extended graph sketch.

Of course, this benefit comes at a cost, the extra node
labels. However, this takes only O(|V |) space where |V |
is the number of nodes in the graph stream. In terms of
graph streams, the graph model is typically a multigraph
with multiple edges between two nodes. Under such circum-
stance, the number of nodes is typically much smaller than
the number of edges and maintaining them is a↵ordable.

We will show later the usage of the extended graph sketch



in supporting the problem of heavy triangle connections (see
Appendix B.2).

5.2 Pairwise Independent Hash Functions
Here, we only borrow the definition of pairwise indepen-

dent hash functions.
A family of functions H = {h|h(·) ! [1, w]} is called

a family of pairwise independent hash functions if for two
di↵erent hash keys x

i

, x
j

, and k, l 2 [1, w],

Pr

h H[h(x
i

) = k ^ h(x
j

) = l] = 1/w2

Intuitively, when using multiple hash functions to con-
struct sketches, the hash functions used should be pairwise
independent in order to reduce the probability of hash col-
lisions. Please refer to [14] for more details.

5.3 Distributed Setup
One can see that TCM can be naturally deployed to a

distributed environment, since the construction and mainte-
nance of each sketch is independent of each other. Assuming
we have d sketches in one computing node, when m comput-
ing nodes are available, we can use d⇥m sketches, which can
significantly reduce the probability of hash collisions. More-
over, many analytics using TCM can be independently per-
formed on multiple sketches in parallel (see Section 4), which
makes a distributed environment a good fit for TCM.

6. EXPERIMENTS
We will start by explaining the environments where our

experiments were conducted (Section 6.1). We then compare
with existing approaches (Section 6.2). Finally, we summa-
rize our experimental findings (Section 6.3).

The chief purpose of our experimental study is to prove
that TCM should serve as the new backbone for graph
stream management: TCM is as good as ad-hoc sketches for
specific problems, but is much more general in supporting a
wide range of analytics not supported by existing sketches.

6.1 Experimental Setup

6.1.1 Data Sets and Environment Setup
∂ DBLP. We extracted 933,530 authors as nodes and
4,918,090 author-pairs as edges from the latest DBLP

archive4. It is an undirected graph with the weight of each
streaming edge to be 1, indicating a co-authorship.

∑ IP flow. This data set contains anonymized passive traf-
fic traces from CAIDA’s equinix-chicago monitor on high-
speed Internet backbone links5. We use one minute’s traces
that contain 281121 IPs and 17,721,707 traces. A trace rep-
resents a directed edge that one IP sent a packet to another
IP, such as (192.168.29.1, 192.168.29.133, 62, 105.12). Here,
each IP address is a node, each trace represents a directed
edge, and the edge weight is the packet size, e.g., 62 bytes.

∏ GTGraph. We used the well-known graph generator
GTGraph

6 to generate directed graphs. We first used the R-
MAT model [11] to generate a large network with power-law
degree distributions. We then added weights to the edges us-
ing Zipfian distribution and the weight for each edge means
4http://dblp.dagstuhl.de/xml/
5
http://www.caida.org/data/passive/passive 2015 dataset.xml

6http://www.cse.psu.edu/˜kxm85/software/GTgraph/

the times the edge appeared in the streams. The generated
network contains 107 vertices and 1.444 ⇤ 109 edges.

π Twitter link structure. We used the Twitter link struc-
ture Twitter

7. Since the released data is anonymized, we
mainly used it for e�ciency study. It has around 5.26 mil-
lion nodes and 2 billion undirected edges, and we added ran-
dom edges to simulate friendship links to make it 10 billion
edges, which is 200GB on disk.

Setup. All algorithms were implemented in C++. We used
the same hash functions as adopted in an open source Count-
Min code8. All our experiments were conducted on an Intel
PC with a 3.4 GHz CPU and 32GB RAM, running Ubuntu.

6.1.2 Comparison with State-of-the-Art
In sketches for data streams, there are two main types:

frequency counts based (e.g., CountMin and gSketch) and
sample-based [29]. Take frequency counts based approaches
for example, one needs to implement a node sketch by hash-
ing nodes to support node queries, and another edge sketch
by hashing edges to support edge queries (see Example 1 for
more details). It is the same for sample-based solutions that
di↵erent sketches are needed for ad-hoc problems.

We used two strategies to compare with other approaches.

(1) Same space for an ad-hoc problem. We used the same
space for TCM, frequency counts-based, and sample-based
approaches, for each specific problem.

(2) Same space for a set of problems. When giving a set of
problems, e.g., both edge and node queries, we only build
one TCM, while using the same space to constructing two
frequency counts-based sketches, a node sketch and an edge
sketch. To better understand this comparison, please refer
to Table 3 in Appendix C.1 to see the types of queries that
TCM supports and what existing solutions support.

Note that, frequency counts-based approaches such as
CountMin and TCM overcount the encountered elements.
While sample-based approaches, on the other hand, typi-
cally undercount the elements. In fact, sample-based ap-
proaches, from the application perspective, are mainly used
to estimate the hot elements, i.e., heavy hitter problems.

6.1.3 Effectiveness Metrics
Average relative error. This measure is used for the set
of queries that returns estimated frequencies, such as edge or
subgraph frequencies. We used the measure defined in [39].
Given a query Q, the relative error is formalized as:

er(Q) =
f̃ 0(Q)� f(Q)

f(Q)
=

f̃ 0(Q)
f(Q)

� 1

The average relative error, given a set of m queries as
Q : {Q1, . . . , Qm

}, is determined by averaging the relative
errors over all queries Q

i

for i 2 [1,m] as:

e(Q) =

P
k

i=1 er(Qi

)

m

Intersection accuracy. When evaluating top-k results for
heavy nodes/edges and reachability queries, we used a sim-
ple intersection metric [17]. Let X be the set of top-k results
computed by an algorithm, and Y be the ground truth top-k

7http://twitter.mpi-sws.org/data-icwsm2010.html.
8https://github.com/alabid/countminsketch/
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Figure 7: Edge queries (varying compression ratios)
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(c) GTGraph

Figure 8: Edge weight distribution

results. The inter-accuracy is defined as |X \ Y |/k, which is
in [0, 1], where 1 means that all real top-k results are found.

Furthermore, we used another popular measure of ranking
quality for top-k results, namely normalized discounted cu-
mulative gain (NDCG), see Appendix C.3 for more details.

6.2 Experimental Results
In this section, we show the results from five types of ex-

periments: e↵ectiveness for edge queries (Exp-1), e↵ective-
ness for node queries (Exp-2), e↵ectiveness for path queries
(Exp-3), e↵ectiveness for graph queries (Exp-4), and e�-
ciency study (Exp-5).

Exp-1: Edge queries. In the first set of experiments, we
studied the performance of TCM in estimating edge fre-
quencies by varying di↵erent parameters. More specifically,
we varied d that is the number of hash functions, and w that
is the width of the matrix.

(a) [Fixed d = 9, and varying w.] Here, we fixed the number
of hash functions d to be 9. We varied the sizes of TCM
by di↵erent compression ratios. Consider a graph with |E|
edges, the compression ratio c means that we use |E| ⇥ c
space for storage. Take DBLP with 2, 3425, 800 edges for ex-
ample, the compression ratio 1/100 indicates that the ma-
trix used takes 2, 3425, 800⇥ 1/100 = 234, 258 space, which
is a

p
234, 258 ⇥

p
234, 258 (i.e., 484 ⇥ 484, or w = 484)

matrix. For each CountMin sketch we use a vector with
234, 258 cells, the same size of the matrix used by TCM.
Figures 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) show the results of edge fre-
quency estimation (Section 4.1) for the data sets DBLP, IP

flow, and GTGraph, respectively. The x-axis is the compres-
sion ratio and the y-axis is the average relative error of dis-
tinct edges in the graph streams.

The above results show that TCM and CountMin achieve
comparable performance. The reason is that both ap-
proaches hashed (or compressed) all values to the same
spaces having the same size w ⇥ w, and the error bounds
are the same (see Section A.1).
One may observe that the average relative error is rela-

tively high for all data sets. The reason is that both TCM
and CountMin overcount stream elements due to the com-
pressed space. For an edge e, if its real frequency f

e

(e) is
low, its estimated frequency f̃(e) is typically much higher
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Figure 9: Edge queries (fixed w, varying d)
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Figure 10: In-depth: partition edge weights

than f
e

(e) since it has chances to collide with edge e0 whose
real frequency is much higher than e. Figures 8(a), 8(b),
and 8(c) show the edge weight distribution for DBLP, IP flow,
and GTGraph, respectively. For each data set, the x-label in-
dicates the range of edge weights. For instance, the edge
weights, i.e., the number of co-authorships between two au-
thors for DBLP in Fig. 8(a), are in [1, 146]. There are 70
distinct weights, which are ranked in ascending order along
the x-axis, and the y-axis indicates the number that such
frequency appears. In Fig. 8(b), the edge weights have a big
range [46, 1.1⇥108] that for the aggregated bytes transferred
between two IPs. We sorted the weights in ascending order,
partitioned the sorted weights in 100 equal sized bucket, and
counted the number of edges in each bucket. For the value
10 in the x-axis, its y-axis value corresponds to the total
number of edges appeared in the first 10 buckets. Similar
for the GTGraph data in Fig. 8(c).

These figures tell us that the edge frequencies of all data
sets satisfy the Zipf distribution, and edges with low fre-
quencies dominate the results in Fig. 9. However, this will
not hurt a lot in real applications. As will be shown later,
the average relative error is very low for edges with high fre-
quencies. Also, we will show that in important applications
like heavy hitters, these sketches will find top-k frequent
edges with high accuracy.

(b) [Fixed w, and varying d from 1 to 9.] In this set of
experiments, we studied the e↵ect of multiple pairwise inde-
pendent hash functions. Figures 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c) show
the results of average relative error for data sets DBLP, IP

flow and GTGraph, by fixing the compression ratios to 1/40,
1/600 and 1/80, respectively. In the x-axis, we varied the
number of hash functions d from 1 to 9 with a step of 2.

These results tell us that using multiple pairwise indepen-
dent hash functions can indeed reduce the average relative
error, since the probability of hash collisions is reduced sig-
nificantly. The e↵ect is particularly clear when the edge
weights are large numbers, e.g., the bytes of sent packets in
IP flow data in Fig. 9(b), for both TCM and CountMin.

(c) [In-depth: partition edge weights.] We tested the average
relative error for di↵erent ranges of edge weights, as a com-
plementary experiment for Exp-1 (a)(b). For each data set,
we first sorted all edges in ascending weight order, and par-
titioned the sorted edge weights in 10 groups of equal size.
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Figure 11: Heavy hitters

d = 1 d = 3 d = 5 d = 7 d = 9

CountMin 2434 124 62 44 36

TCM 2551 122 63 45 36

gSketch 31 13 10 9.3 8.6

TCM (edge sample) 33 13 11 9.9 9.2

Table 2: Average relative errors (IP flow)

Figures 10(a), 10(b) and 10(c) show the results for data sets
DBLP, IP flow, and GTGraph, respectively. Here, we fixed the
number of hash functions d = 9, and the compression ratios
1/40, 1/600 and 1/80 for the data sets DBLP, IP flow, and
GTGraph, respectively.

These figures show consistent results that the average rel-
ative error is high for edges with low weights, e.g., the 10%
lowest weight edges w.r.t. x-axis value 1 in all figures. Along
with the increasing edge weights, i.e., the x-axis values from
2 to 10, the average relative error is significantly reduced.

(d) [Heavy edges.] We studied the performance of TCM,
CountMin and sample-based approaches for estimating
heavy edges. For each data set, we first computed top-100
edges from the original data as the ground truth. For moni-
toring heavy edges, we adopted a priority queue to maintain
the estimated top-100 heavy edges, for each sketch. The
results from the priority queue were then computed for the
inter-accuracy as defined in Section 6.1.3. Also, we fixed
the number of hash functions d = 9 and the compression
ratios 1/40 and 1/600 for DBLP and IP flow, respectively.
Figure 11(a) shows the results for DBLP and IP flow. GT-

Graph is a synthetic data, and hence its heavy edges are
less of interests, which are thus not shown here. Moreover,
we used the non-square matrices (Section 5.1.2) for this ex-
periment, without assumption of the presence of any sam-
ple data. The results of using square matrices are a little
bit worse than using non-square matrices, since non-square
metrics can heuristically reduce the probability of hash col-
lisions, as remarked earlier in Section 5.1.2.

The result in Fig. 11(a) tells us that TCM and CountMin

are perfect (inter-accuracy = 1) in finding heavy edges for
IP flow, for the case that the edge weights have a big range
[46, 1.1 ⇥ 108] to represent the bytes sent between two IPs.
For the edge weights that have a smaller range, e.g., [1, 146]
for DBLP, the inter-accuracy of both TCM and CountMin

reduced, but are still good that is 80%. For sample-based ap-
proach, we use a uniform sampling to sample a large portion
(50%) of data. For both data sets, sample-based approaches
perform worse than the other two.

(e) [Compare with gSketch.] We have implemented gSketch,
which uses data samples to partition the graph stream by
putting edges with similar weights in one partition, such that
low weight edges will not collide with high weight edges when
being hashed.
The result for IP flow is given in Table 2, by varying the
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Figure 12: Edge queries (sketches for > 1 function)
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Figure 13: Conditional heavy hitters (DBLP)

number d of hash functions. Here, we used 10 data par-
titions. The result shows that the techniques proposed by
gSketch can be easily integrated to TCM, i.e., TCM (edge
sample) in Table 2, to significantly reduce the average rela-
tive errors, when data samples are available. Moreover, the
average relative errors of gSketch and improved TCM using
edge samples are very close. The results for other data sets
are given in Appendix C.2, which show similar trend.

(f) [Same space for a set of problems.] As stated in Sec-
tion 6.1.2, using the same space, we built one TCM (with
compression ratio 1/600), but two CountMin based sketches,
one for edge and the other for node with equal size. The
result of comparing TCM and edge sketches in this setting
is given in Fig. 12. The result for node comparison is similar
and thus omitted due to space constraints.

The result shows that TCM clearly outperforms Count-

Min in this setting. That is, by using the same space for a
set of problems, TCM can support ad-hoc problems with
better accuracy. Meanwhile, TCM can still support more
analytics (see more discussion in Table 3 in Appendix C.1).

Exp-2: Node queries. In this set of experiments, we eval-
uated the support for heavy nodes of di↵erent sketches, as
well as showing the results of using TCM for the conditional
heavy hitter problem.

(a) [Heavy nodes.] We first studied the monitoring task of
finding top-k heavy nodes. Note that, we adopted the same
TCM sketches used in Exp-1 (d). However, for CountMin

and sample-based approaches, they need to rebuild sketches
for collecting node information. In other words, in order
to support edge queries and point queries, both CountMin

and sample-based approaches need to use extra spaces. For
CountMin, we used the same space for TCM. For sample-
based approaches, we used 50% rate for uniform sampling.
For each data set, we first computed top-100 nodes from
the original data as the ground truth. Similar to monitor-
ing heavy edges, we used a priority queue to maintain the
estimated top-100 heavy nodes, for each sketch. The results
from the priority queue were then computed for the inter-
accuracy as defined in Section 6.1.3. Figure 11(b) shows
the results for DBLP and IP flow. Also, we ignored GTGraph,
since it is a synthetic data, which is less of interests for heavy
hitter problems.

The results show that TCM and CountMin perform sim-
ilar with good accuracy in terms of estimating heavy nodes.
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Figure 14: Reachability queries (varying d)

In particular, they clearly outperform sample-based ap-
proaches in both data sets, which agrees with the results
from heavy edges given in Fig. 11(a).

(b) [Conditional heavy hitters.] Besides finding which nodes
are most popular as heavy hitters do, conditional heavy hit-
ters is to further find the most popular neighbors to the most
popular nodes. Please find a detailed discussion and its cor-
responding Algorithm 1 in Appendex-B.1 for detecting con-
ditional heavy hitters. Also, please refer to the discussion in
Section 4 about why other sketches fall short of supporting
the problem of conditional heavy hitters.

Since the results of DBLP are easy to understand, we only
show the conditional heavy hitters detected for DBLP, as
given in Fig. 13. It depicts the top-5 most productive au-
thors such as H. Vincent Poor and Wen Gao, each of them
indeed has > 700 publications. Also, it reports for each au-
thor and his top-5 most frequent collaborators. We have
manually checked DBLP: 3 collaborators (Shlomo Shamai,
Sanjeev R. Kulkarni, and Yingbin Liang) are indeed in H.
Vincent Poor’s top-5 frequent collaborators, and the other
2 are in his top-10 frequent collaborators.

Exp-3: Path queries. In this set of experiments, we evalu-
ated the power of TCM in supporting reachability queries.
Note that the other two types of sketches, CountMin and
sample-based, cannot be used for estimating reachability
queries. We fixed the compression ratios to 1/40, 1/600 and
1/80 for DBLP, IP flow, and GTGraph, respectively. We varied
the number of hash functions from 1 to 9. For each data
set, we randomly picked 100 pairs of nodes. The estimation
is correct if either TCM reports that two nodes are reach-
able and they are indeed reachable (i.e., true positives), or
estimates that two nodes are not reachable and they are not
connected in the original graph (i.e., true negatives). The
results for inter-accuracy are shown in Fig. 14(a).

The above results tell us two things. Firstly, along
with the increasing number of hash functions d, the inter-
accuracy of estimating reachability queries will increase, as
expected. Secondly, TCM achieved good inter-accuracy for
all data sets. For example, when d = 9, the inter-accuracy
values for DBLP, IP flow and GTGraph are 96%, 84.5% and
100%, respectively.

In-depth: true negatives. Since TCM keeps all connectives
of the graph stream, it only has true positives but no false
positives, i.e., all reachable node pairs will be detected as
reachable. However, due to hash collisions, there may exist
hash collisions such that TCM may have false negatives,
i.e., not reachable node pairs may be reported as reachable.
In order to control the graph shape, we used synthetic data
GTGraph by varying the ratio |E|/|V | from 1 to 7, with a step
of 2. Figure 14(b) shows the results for 100 not reachable
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Figure 15: Subgraph frequencies (varying d)

pairs. It shows that when the number of hash functions is
small, the inter-accuracy of true negatives is low. Along with
increasing number of hash functions, the inter-accuracy in-
creases significantly, with low false negatives. In fact, when
|E|/|V | > 7, most node pairs were reachable to each other,
i.e., no negatives and TCM naturally performs well.

Exp-4: Graph analytics. In this set of experiments, we
study two types of graph analytics, subgraph queries and
heavy triangle connections.

(a) [Subgraph queries.] We first tested the performance of
both TCM and CountMin in estimating subgraph queries
(Section 4.4). Since subgraph queries are considered as sum-
ming up the estimated edge frequencies of all graph edges,
the results are expected to be similar to the ones for edge
queries. We verified the above observation by the follow-
ing experiments, using only real-world data sets, i.e., DBLP

and IP flow. For each data set, we generated, from the origi-
nal graph stream, 20 connected graphs with di↵erent shapes,
such as paths, star-shaped graphs, and general graphs. Also,
they have various sizes from 2 to 8 edges. We fixed the com-
pression ratios to 1/40 and 1/600 for DBLP and IP flow, and
varied the number of hash functions d from 1 to 9. Fig-
ures 15(a) and 15(b) show the results of average relative
error for DBLP and IP flow, respectively. Here, the x-axis
indicates the number of hash functions used, and the y-
axis represents the average relative error for all tested graph
queries.

The above results tell us that along with the increasing
number of hash functions, the average relative error will de-
crease, which is expected and agrees with the results for
edge queries (Exp-1 (b)). Also, the results show that the
average relative error is lower than the results in Fig. 9 for
edge queries. The reason is that, given a graph with several
edges, if the real weight of one edge is large, it will poten-
tially dominate the estimation of average relative error for
other edges, and the overall value is thus lower. This also
agrees with the results shown in Fig. 10.

(b) [Heavy triangle connections.] Intuitively, heavy trian-
gle connections (see Appendix B.2 for a detailed discussion
and its corresponding algorithm) are the set of analytics
that first identify heavy edges, and then for each heavy edge
(x, y), finding the nodes that communicate frequently with
both x and y. We showcase DBLP here, since it is easy to un-
derstand by database researchers. We first identified top-20
heavy edges, indicating frequent collaborations, from which
we selected five edges about database researchers as depicted
in Fig. 16. The top-5 heavy connections with both authors
are also shown. Take Charu C. Aggarwal and Philip S. Yu
for example, for the 5 discovered authors that collaborate
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Figure 17: E�ciency

frequently with both of them, 4 are in the ground truth of
top-5 results. This tells us that (i) TCM can discover inter-
esting and useful results for practical applications; and (ii)
the accuracy is good in practice.

Exp-5: E�ciency. In the last set of experiments, we first
evaluated the e�ciency of building TCM, as discussed in
Section 5.1.1. The results of varying the number of hash
functions from 1 to 9 are given in Fig. 17. In all stream-
ing scenarios, data does not reside in disk. Hence, in our
experiments, we counted the time after data is in memory.

Take DBLP in Fig. 17(a) for example. When the x-axis
value is 1 that is for 1 hash function, the left (resp. right) bar
represents gSketch, i.e., CountMin based edge sketch, (resp.
TCM). Each bar consists of two parts, where the upper
part (-string) is for the time of string operation and the lower
part (-hash) is for hashing and updating the sketch. gSketch
concatenates two strings but TCM does not need to, that is
why the upper part of CountMin takes much time but TCM
has almost zero cost. For the cost of hashing, i.e., the lower
parts of both bars, the time is comparable. Moreover, when
concatenating two strings a and b, sometimes the time of
running the same hash function h on h(ab) takes longer than
on two strings h(a) and h(b) separately, which explains why
in Fig. 17(d) the hashing time of TCM is even less than
CountMin. Hence, the overall time of constructing gSketch

is even longer than TCM.
The above results show that the maintenance cost of

TCM is comparable to the state-of-the-art and also scal-
able, which indicates that TCM can be e�ciently built to
support real-time applications in graph streams.

Query time. After e↵ectiveness study in Exps 1-4, we now
discuss the e�ciency of using TCM against query evalua-

tion using the original graph stream. Note that, the TCM
is stored as an adjacency matrix. The original graph stream,
however, can only be stored using an adjacency list for two
reasons: (1) one cannot know the number of nodes a-priori,
and (2) memory limitation. Naturally, query estimation us-
ing TCM is orders of magnitude faster than evaluation over
the graph stream. Please see Appendix C.4 for more empir-
ical results.

6.3 Summary of Experimental Findings
We find the followings from our experimental study.

(1) TCM can achieve performance comparable with the
state-of-the-art specialized sketches (Exp-1 (a-d), Exp-2 (a)
and Exp-4 (a)). Also, the idea of gSketch can be applied to
TCM to improve accuracy (Exp-1 (e)). Moreover, when us-
ing the same space to support di↵erent applications, TCM
is more e↵ective than its counterpart (Exp-1 (f)).

(2) TCM is much general than existing sketches, such as the
conditional heavy hitters studied in Exp-2 (b), the reach-
ability queries discussed in Exp-3, and the heavy triangle
relations studied in Exp-4 (b).

(3) TCM is economic to maintain and e�cient for query
estimation (Exp-5).

These experimental results confirmed the generalization,
e↵ectiveness and e�ciency of TCM in supporting various
graph stream applications, which sheds new light on sum-
marizing and analyzing graph streams.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a graphical sketch TCM for summa-

rizing graph streams in a sublinear space, using linear con-
struction time, and with constant maintenance cost per up-
date. We have demonstrated its wide applicability to many
emerging applications, theoretically and experimentally. In
addition, we have shown that TCM has comparable perfor-
mance for specialized sketches for ad-hoc problems, and is
more e↵ective when considering a set of problems. We have
also shown problems that existing sketches fail to support.

One topic for future work is to revise it in order to serve
specific applications, e.g., to integrate it to OpenSOC for
cyber security framework. Another topic is, instead of treat-
ing it as a sketch, we plan to store extra information, use
it as a filter for general (exact) query evaluation (see Sec-
tion 5.1.4 for an initial discussion). Also, since evaluating
queries over multiple sketches of TCM is naturally paral-
lelizable, we plan to implement it on a distributed platform
e.g., GraphX, so as to handle big graph streams in practice,
in a more scalable way. Last but not least, we plan to use
it for revisiting a set of graph mining problems, e.g., find-
ing the evolution of graphs, and monitoring networks using
temporal snapshots of our sketches.
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APPENDIX
A. ERROR BOUNDS

We discuss the error bounds for two basic types of queries:



edge queries and node queries. Although TCM is more
general, we show that theoretically, it has the same error
bounds as CountMin.

A.1 Edge Queries
Our proof for error bound of edge queries is an adaption

of the proof used in CountMin (Section 4.1 of [14]).

Theorem 1: The estimation f̃
e

(x, y) of the cumulative
edge weight of the edge (x, y) has the following guaran-
tees, f

e

(x, y)  f̃
e

(x, y) with probability at least 1 � �, s.t.,
f
e

(x, y)  f̃
e

(x, y)+ ✏ ⇤n, where f
e

(x, y) is the exact answer
to the cumulative edge weight of the edge (x, y), n denotes
the number of nodes, and the error in answering a query is
within a factor of ✏ with probability �9. 2

Proof. Consider an edge query f
e

(x, y). For each stream
edge e : (x, y; t) and a hash function h

i

, by construction, the
edge weight !(e) is added to M

i

[h
i

(x), h
i

(y)], where M
i

is
the adjacency matrix corresponding to the hash function,
h
i

. Therefore, by construction, the answer to f
e

(x, y) is less
than or equal to min

i2[1,d] Mi

[h
i

(x), h
i

(y)], where d is the
number of applied hash functions.

Consider two edges (x, y) and (z, w). We define an indi-

cator vector ~I
x,y,z,w

with d variables [I1
x,y,z,w

, . . . , Id
x,y,z,w

],
where Ii

x,y,z,w

corresponds to the hash function h
i

. We de-
fine Ii

x,y,z,w

to be 1, if there is a collision between two disjoint
edges, i.e., (x 6= z) ^ (y 6= w) ^ (h

i

(x) = h
i

(z)) ^ (h
i

(y) =
h
i

(w)), and 0 otherwise. By independence assumption of
hash buckets w.r.t. distinct hash keys, we have

E(Ii
x,y,z,w

) = Pr[(h
i

(x) = h
i

(z) ^ h
i

(y) = h
i

(w)]

 (1/range(h
i

))2 = ✏02/e2 P
where e is the base used to compute natural logarithm, and
range(h

i

) is the number of hash buckets of function h
i

. De-
fine the variable Xi

x,y

(random over choices of h
i

) to count
the number of collisions with the edge (x, y), which is for-
malized asXi

x,y

= ⌃
z=1...n,w=1...nI

i

x,y,z,w

a
z,w

, where n is the
number of nodes in the graph and a

z,w

is the sum of non-
zero weight entries of edge (z, w). Since a

z,w

is non-negative,
Xi

x,y

is non-negative. By construction, M
i

[h
i

(x), h
i

(y)] =
f
e

(x, y) + Xi

x,y

. So clearly,
�
min

i2[1,d] M
i

[h
i

(x), h
i

(y)]
�
�

f
e

(x, y). By pairwise independence of h
i

, and linearity of
expectation, we have

E(Xi

x,y

) = E
�P

z=1...n,w=1...n Ii
x,y,z,w

f
e

(z, w)
�P


�P

z=1...n,w=1...n E(Ii
x,y,z,w

)f
e

(z, w)
�
 (✏0/e)2 ⇤ nPP

Let, ✏02 = ✏. By the Markov inequality, we get

Pr[f̃
e

(x, y) > f
e

(x, y) + ✏ ⇤ n]

= Pr[8
i

. M
i

[h
i

(x), h
i

(y)] > f
e

(x, y) + ✏ ⇤ n]P
= Pr[8

i

. f
e

(x, y) +Xi

x,y

> f
e

(x, y) + ✏ ⇤ n]P
= Pr[8

i

. Xi

x,y

> e ⇤ E(Xi

x,y

)] < e

�d  �P

Hence, TCM generates the same number of collisions and
the same error bounds under the same probabilistic guaran-
tees as CountMin for edge queries.

9The parameters ✏ and � are usually set by the user.

A.2 Node Queries
We first discuss the query for node out-flow, i.e., f

v

(a,!).
Consider the stream of edges e : (a, ⇤; t), i.e., edges from
node a to any other node indicated by a wildcard ⇤. Drop
the destination (i.e., the wildcard) of each edge. The stream
now becomes a stream of tuples (a,!(t)) where !(t) is the
sum of the weights of the outgoing edges from node a at time
t. When a query is posed to find the weighted out-degree
(i.e., the sum of the weights of all edges whose source node
is a) of node a, CountMin [14] returns the minimum of the
weights in di↵erent hash buckets as the estimation of the
flow out of node a. The unweighted out-degree (i.e., the
number of edges with source a) can be calculated similarly
by setting !(t) above to 1. Clearly, by construction, the
answer obtained is an over-estimation of the true out-degree
because of two reasons: (a) collisions in the hash-buckets,
and (b) self-collision, i.e., we do not know if an edge has been
seen previously and thus count the outgoing edge again even
if we have seen it.

The cases for in-flow point queries f
v

(a, ) for directed
graphs and flow point queries f

v

(a,�) for undirected graph
queries can be analyzed using a similar discussion as shown
above, which are thus omitted here.

Given the same number of hash buckets, the error esti-
mates for point queries (see Sec. 4.1 of [14]) hold for these
cases.

Lemma 1.2: The estimated out-flow (in-flow) is within a
factor of ✏ of the actual out-flow (in-flow) with probability �
if we use d = dln(1/�)e pair-wise independent hash functions
and the number or rows w = de/✏e. 2

B. ADDITIONAL ALGORITHMS

B.1 Conditional Heavy Hitters
As discussed in Section 4, di↵erent from heavy hitters,

conditional heavy hitters [31] are to find heavy hitters that
are locally popular by considering edge connections. In other
words, instead of finding which nodes are most popular as
heavy hitters do, it is to find the most popular neighbors to
the most popular nodes.

In the following, we will present an algorithm of how
TCM can be used to monitor a graph stream and to report
conditional heavy hitters. Before we give the algorithmic
details, let us define the problem first.

Conditional heavy hitters. Consider a graph stream
G = he1, e2, · · · , emi as defined in Section 3.1. Assume
w.l.o.g. that each edge e

i

: (x
i

, y
i

; t
i

) is a directed edge
from node x

i

to node y
i

. The problem of conditional heavy
hitters is to find top-k heavy hitters with the most aggregate
in-flow weight, and for each detected heavy hitter y, find its
associated top-l nodes that send the highest weights to y.

The other two versions, the one to find nodes with top-
k out-flow weights, and the other version with undirected
edges, can be similarly defined. Therefore, we only present
the algorithm for the problem defined above, which can be
readily converted to solve other versions of conditional heavy
hitter problems.

Algorithm 1. The algorithm to monitor a graph stream G
to report conditional heavy hitters, is shown in Algorithm 1.
Given a graph stream G, two natural numbers k and l, it
outputs (estimates) top-k heavy nodes, with each one asso-



Algorithm 1: Monitoring Conditional Heavy Hitters

Input: a graph stream G, a parameter k, and a parameter l.
Output: top-k heavy nodes, with each top-l heavy neighbors.

1 Initialize a TCM sketch, denote by M;
2 Initialize a global sorted list hh := ;;
3 for each edge e

i

: (x
i

, y
i

; t
i

) in G do
4 Update the TCM sketch M using e

i

;
5 Let in weight := f̃

v

(y
i

, );
6 Let neigbor weight := f̃

e

(x
i

, y
i

);
7 if y

i

is in hh then
8 if x

i

is in y
i

.hn then
9 Update the value in y

i

.hn w.r.t. x
i

to neigbor weight;
10 elseif neigbor weight > y

i

.hn.min weight then
11 if y

i

.hn.size = l then
12 Delete the one in y

i

.hn having the min weight

13 Insert (neigbor weight, x
i

) to y
i

.hn;
14 else // y

i

is not in hh

15 if in weight > hh.min weight and hh.size = k then
16 Delete the one in hh having the min weight;
17 if hh.size < k then
18 Initialize a sorted list hn for y

i

;
19 Insert (neigbor weight, x

i

) to y
i

.hn;
20 Insert (in weight, y

i

) to hh;
21 return hh;

ciated with top-l heavy neighbors. It first builds a TCM
sketch (line 1), and initializes a sorted list to maintain in
order to maintain top-k heavy hitters (line 2). It then pro-
cesses the incoming graph stream edges (lines 3-20). For
each incoming edge, it first updates the sketch (line 4; see
Section 5.1.1), and then estimates its in-flow weight (line 5;
see Section 4.2) and the edge weight (line 6; see Section 4.1).
If the node is already in the maintained top-k heavy hitters,
it updates the associated heavy neighbors (lines 7-14). If its
neighbor is already a hot neighbor (line 8), it simply updates
using the new estimated edge weight (line 9). Otherwise,
when either current visited node has maintained less than
top-l hot neighbors, or it already has top-l hot neighbors
but the new neighbor has a higher weight, it will update the
hot neighbors correspondingly (lines 10-13). In the case the
the currently visited node is not a heavy hitter (line 14),
it first removes the maintained heavy hitter with the small-
est in-flow weight, if the newly inserted node has a higher
weight (lines 15-16). The heavy hitter will be updated by
the new heavy hitter correspondingly (lines 17-20). Note
that, if the new heavy hitter has a less weight than the min-
imum weight in the maintained k heavy hitters, it will not
be inserted since the size of sorted heavy hitter list will not
be updated (i.e., lines 15-16 will not be executed). Conse-
quently, the lines 17-20 will not be executed since the size of
the maintained heavy hitter is k. Finally, it returns the top-
k heavy edges, with each one associated with top-l heavy
neighbors, which reflects the triangle relationships.

Complexity. It is readily to see that each step in the for
loop (lines 3-20) will take constant time. Observe the fol-
lowings. The operations for estimating the in-flow weight
(line 5; see Section 4.2) and the edge weight (line 6; see
Section 4.1) are in constant time. In addition, the cost of
maintaining a sorted list (either the hh or a hn) is also in
cost time, since the sorted list has a bounded size, k for hh

Algorithm 2: Finding Heavy Triangle Connections

Input: a graph stream G, a parameter k, and a parameter l.
Output: top-k heavy edges, with each top-l heavy connections.
1 Initialize a TCM sketch, denote by M(only one w⇤w matrix);
2 Find top-k heavy edges he while processing G;
3 for each edge e : (x, y) in he do
4 connections := ;;
5 for i 2 [1, w] do
6 if M[i][h(x)] > 0 and M[i][h(y)] > 0
7 connections := connections [ ext(i);
8 Rank connections by

�
f̃
e

(z, x)⇥f̃
e

(z, y)
�
/
�
f̃
e

(z, x)+f̃
e

(z, y)
�
;

9 Associated top-l connections from the above ranking;
10 return heavy edges and their associated top-l connections;

and l for hn, where both k and l are constants. Hence, in
total, the algorithm runs in O(|E|) time, which is linear to
the input.

B.2 Heavy Triangle Connections
In this section, we study a new problem for community

detection.

Heavy triangle connections. Consider a graph stream
G = he1, e2, · · · , emi. The problem of top-k triangle connec-
tions is first to find top-k heavy edges, and then for each
detected heavy edge (x, y), to find top-l nodes z ranked by
the function

�
f
e

(z, x)⇥ f
e

(z, y)
�
/
�
f
e

(z, x) + f
e

(z, y)
�
.

Intuitively, the problem is to identify frequently communi-
cated node pairs, and then identify nodes that communicate
frequently with both nodes. Naturally, the detected rela-
tionships are in the shapes of triangles. In cyber security,
when finding two suspicious IPs (i.e., heavy edges), it is to
also report other suspicious IPs. Take DBLP for another ex-
ample, when identifying two authors who wrote many papers
together e.g., Philip S. Yu and Jiawei Han, or Divy Agrawal
and Amr El Abbadi, it is to find the ones who work closely
with both of them.

Note that the strategy of using TCM to estimate top-k
heavy edges has been discussed in Section 6.2, Exp-1 (d).
Given top-k heavy edges and only the TCM, it is not pos-
sible to identify the common neighbors since only hashed
values (not the original values) are maintained. To do so,
we show the power of the simple extension as discussed in
Section 5.1.4, the extended graph sketch.

Algorithm 2. The algorithm to compute heavy triangle
connections is shown in Algorithm 2. Given a graph stream
G, two natural numbers k and l, it outputs (estimates) top-
k heavy edges, with each one associated with top-l heavy
connections. It first initializes a TCM sketch (line 1). To
simplify the discussion, we consider only one hash function
(i.e., d = 1), and the case for d > 1 hash functions can be
easily adapted. It then processes the graph stream G, main-
tains the sketch, and finds top-k heavy edges (line 2; see the
discussion in Section 6.2, Exp-1 (d)). It then iteratively pro-
cesses each heavy edge (lines 3-9). It first computes the con-
nections for the edge being processing, using the extended
graph sketch (lines 5-7). It then ranks all connections us-
ing estimated edge weights (line 8) and picks top-l of them
(line 9). Finally, it returns the discovered heavy triangle
connections.

Complexity. It is readily to see that for each edge, finding



edge node conditional path graph heavy

heavy nodes (reachability) (explicit edges labels) triangle connections

TCM 3 3 3 3 3 3
CountMin (edge) or gSketch 3 7 7 7 3 7

CountMin (node) 7 3 7 7 7 7
sample-edge 3 7 7 7 7 7
sample-node 7 3 7 7 7 7

Table 3: Analytics supported by di↵erent sketches

d = 1 d = 3 d = 5 d = 7 d = 9

CountMin 35.6 28.6 26.3 25 24

TCM 35.9 28.6 26.1 24.8 23.9

gSketch 29.8 25.2 23.5 22.5 21.8

TCM (edge sample) 29.4 24.7 23 22 21.4

Table 4: Average relative errors (DBLP)

d = 1 d = 3 d = 5 d = 7 d = 9

CountMin 40.2 13.2 7.9 5.7 4.5

TCM 41 13 7.7 5.6 4.4

gSketch 5.7 3.6 3 2.63 2.4

TCM (edge sample) 5.9 3.6 3 2.6 2.3

Table 5: Average relative errors (GTGraph)

all connections will take O(|V |) time. Ranking all connec-
tions will take O(|V |log|V |) time. Since both k and l are
constants, the total running time of Algorithm 2 is thus
O(|V |log|V |).

C. ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS
C.1 Sketch Expressiveness

The types of analytics supported by di↵erent sketches are
summarized in Table 3, which tells the followings:

• For existing sketches, either frequency counts-based or
sample-based, in order to support di↵erent analytics,
they have to build an ad-hoc sketch to support a specific
task, e.g., edge or node.

• gSketch has been proposed to improve CountMin by
considering data distribution. However, due to its in-
herent one-dimensional data structure, they have lim-
ited powered in supported graph analytics, which has
been illustrated in Example 2.

• TCM is much more generalized in supporting many
types of analytics in a single sketch, with the rea-
son that TCM is inherent a two-dimensional struc-
ture, which keeps all graph connectivities in the orig-
inal graph, as explained in Example 3. The improved
power of using a two-dimensional structure vs. a one-
dimensional structure is evident in supporting graph
based applications.

In summary, the above analysis shows that TCM is much
more general than state-of-the-art sketches.

C.2 More Comparisons with gSketch
We further show the comparisons with gSketch using DBLP

and GTGraph data sets.
The result for DBLP is given in Table 4 and for GTGraph is

shown in Table 5, by varying the number d of hash functions
from 1 to 9 with a step of 2. Here, we used 10 data partitions.

The benefit of using data partitions for GTGraph is more
significant than DBLP, in terms of the improved average rel-
ative errors. The main reasons are that (1) the range of

weights for DBLP is smaller, and (2) the size of DBLP is
smaller. In such case, the e↵ect of partitioning the data to
reduce the probability of hash collisions between high and
low weight elements is not significant.

The above results, together with Section 6.2 Exp-1(e),
show that the techniques proposed by gSketch can be eas-
ily integrated to TCM to reduce the average relative er-
rors. Moreover, the average relative errors of gSketch and
improved TCM using edge samples are very close. Again,
it proves the positive result that our generalized sketch can
get very close performance, when being compared with an
ad-hoc solution.

C.3 Effectiveness with NDCG Measure
Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) [25] mea-

sures of ranking quality, which calculates the gain of a re-
sult based on its position in the result list and normalizes the
score to [0, 1] where 1 means perfect top-k results. Using the
same setting of IP flow for heavy edges/nodes in Section 6.2,
we show the NDCG results below, where he (resp. hn) is
for heavy edges (resp. heavy nodes). It shows that TCM,
as well as CountMin based method, can return top-k results
with good NDCG scores. The results for other data sets are
omitted for similar results and lack of space.

k he (TCM) he (CountMin) hn (TCM) hn (CountMin)
10 0.99 0.99 1 1
100 0.99 0.99 0.99 1
500 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99

C.4 Query Time
We show the query time of edge queries for GTGraph on

both the sketch and the original graph in the below table.
Each row indicates the number of edge queries. For each
set of edge queries, we first equally partitioned all edges in
10 buckets based on edge weights. We then picked 1/10
edges from each bucket. TCM is stored in an adjacency
matrix and each query is in constant time, hence it is very
e�cient. For the original graph, it can only be stored as
an adjacency list (see Section 6.2 Exp-5 for the discussion),
each query needs a scan to locate the edge, which is thus
very expensive. We then built a hash index on the nodes of
adjacency list to favor it, such that an edge is first to use the
hash index to locate the node and then scan its adjacency
list to find the edge. However, as shown in the last column,
it is still an order of magnitude slower than TCM.
#-queries TCM adjacency list hashed list

(summary) (original graph) (original graph)

100 0.001 secs 5.832 secs 0.013 secs

1000 0.005 secs 164.414 secs 0.072 secs

10000 0.028 secs 2022.682 secs 0.213 secs

The results for the other two data sets, DBLP and IP flow,
are similar and thus omitted due to space constraints. Also,
the e�ciency for the other types of queries have similar con-
clusion, which is thus omitted.


